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Learning to Pattern Physicist Virtues:
_ Male and Female Dissimilarities
Abstract In this paper I shall argue from my fieldwork at the Niels Bohr Ins~itute in C.o.
enha en that male and female physics studentsadjust differently to the le~~ng of soc!al
~es~t express what is considered virtuous in the larger group of physicists at ~ Illstitute We can leam these virtues from the way our own bodie.s move and pla~~ . emselves' in space. As especially women do not seem to c:n~ag~ 10 the ~e acnvmes as
most male students they do not seem to learn the physIC1sts student V1~es. s~ by
most male studen ts and teachers. This might affec t their sense ~f belonging ~n .8 ~ ~l
. 15 ' community of practice at university level. I propose that this g~nd~ ~Isslmtlanty
be due to former gendered experience that is arising to a conflict tn this new com-

::y

munity of practice.

Introduction
Wh do some people apparently have difficulty fitting into the physicists' . c~rr:
munity _ although they have been motivated enough to embar~ on a ph~s)c~st . s
education? Are women in excess in the group of apostates and misfits and tfthis IS
the case, why?
.
.
tudents
•
Physics studies not only seem to have problems m attra ctmg ne:v s
male as well as female, these years in the western world. Many phYSICS students
leave their studies at some poin t or anothe r and do not pursue ~er careers,
(Ferdinande, 1995). Especially female physicists seem abse~t when It. ~omes to
demi
in physics The closer you get to academic toP-POS)t1ons, the
aca emrc careers
·
.
iali d
tri
higher the female drop-out level - especiall~ in. wes.te~ mdu~tn ~ze coun es,
(S .
1994 1468). Deornark is no exception m this dismaying picture.
c~~n~;9 S the 'Danish Research Councils decided to make a ~aJor efTo~ to reve~l
reasons for the absence in Denmark of women with aca demic <:areers In ~en~ra ,
g
and launch ed a project running till year 200 1 with the general aim o: lookm mt~
ibl social psychological cultural and institutional gender barriers. My P~oJ·
PoSS) e ,
,
.
.
. licit ultural unt ' 5 placed under this umbrella and looks especially rntc ~p ICt c .
pediments that might keep female or male physics students from pursuing academic careers .
'1 1 d
surIn the project I am undertaking for the Danish Rese~h Ccunci s . m~ e a .
ve among the first year students at the Niels Bohr Institute for PhySICS 10 Copen_
ha~en I It showed among other things that no female students plann ed to get; ca
. Ph D when they began studying. After three months of study even ewer
reer es e . .
J ' ,
I
tr t three
female students planned on finishing as Master s graduates. n con as,

months of stud y increased the number of male students going for an academic career to a litt le over one third.
Much later when I presented these and other results at the Niels Bohr Institute
the women (researchers, teachers, Ph .D. students) present, with few exceptions,
expressed negative feelings towards pursuing further careers as physicists. Even
though I addressed women (and men) who stayed in the system, the women still
expressed a sense of "non-membership" in the physics community.i
A research into this matter could take as a starting point that women have difficulties learning the teachers' curriculum. This would imply looking into the learner' s
capacity for learning phys ics, teachers' capacity for teaching, the demanding curriculum and the like. Many teache rs at the Niels Bohr Institute have assured me,
though, that female students do very well in general in exams and frequently bette r
than the average male student .
Recent research by Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger have made us aware that
this is not the only kind of learning we do in school. Learni ng in school not only
involves learning the teachers ' curriculum. We have to learn a learner's curriculum as well. A learner's curriculum is a field of learning resources in everyday
practice viewed from the perspective of the leamer, in contrast to the teacher's
curriculum constructed for the instruction of newcomers (Lave & Wenger, 1991,
97). The leamer' s curriculum evolves out of participation in a specific community
of practice . It is essentially situated and tied up to what Lave and Wenger terms
LPP (legitimate peripheral partici pation) where a newcom er gradually becomes
involved in membership by participating in a community of practice.' Along the
way we learn to become different persons while learning what is important to
know in this community (Lave & Wenger, 199 1).
Seen from this angle the problem is not so much the teacher' s curriculum, but
how to characterize and deal with the learner' s curriculum. To Lav e & Wenger the
learners curriculum is mainly about positioning yourself so you get access to
knowledge. This knowledge is not restricted to textbook knowledge or knowledge
taught by teachers. You learn from your peers as well as from textbooks and
teachers, and what you learn is not only scientific knowledge, but how to belong
in a community of practice. In the examples scaffolding their argument, Lave and
Wenger seem to treat newcomer as a homogeneous group . Learning or exclusion
from learni ng is viewed as a conflict between structural constraints and the group
of newcomers . For the group as a whole it can go smoothly or not so smoothly. An
example of the latter is butcher apprentices excluded from learning by •oldtimers'. In this particular setting all newcomers seem to be excluded from mem bership and thereby fail to learn, (Lave & Wenger, 1991,76). In this perspective
membership of a community requires access to a wide range of ongoing activity,
and to old-timers and other members of the community (Lavc & Wenger, 1991,
101). Challen ging Lave's and Wenger's argum ent a little, we could ask if this kind
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of learning, even though newco mers apparentl y all get th e sam e kind of access, is
not just as heterogeneously learned within a group of newcomers as is textbook
learning? If this is the case, this could imply that not everyone learns to reach the
center of a community of practice as old-timers - even if the newcomers start on

an equal base.
It might be worthwhile probing into what is actually learned in a leamer's curriculum . and how and by whom . To the question of what is learned, I shall limit
myse lf to some aspects of what is implicitly learned as virtues in social interaction.
I propose from my fieldwork at the Niels Bohr Ins titute that certain
4 virtues are
taught as part ofa learner's curriculum in this community ofpractice. As goes for
all learning not everyone learns these virtues equally well even though they might
be aware that they exist as social codes - and in this different iated learning we

an anthropologists is thus not a bird's view . .
.
to be a student at the Niels Bohr I " glNvmg. a ~otal picture of what it is like
. .
nsntute. or IS It the Sup
X
"
'
ennan -ray" " view
prob ing. .mto other
peop le's heads . It 1's a parncu
" I
.
ar VIew
seen from
"
my
as
a practitioner 1D the field . The traditi
Ilona1 mJse-en-scene
of anth
I posmon
.
of fieldwork as observation of the cIo t
ibl
ropo ogy. In terms
logical monograph reflecting an obje t~es PO: Sl c distance. and of the anthropocreate general anthropo~~:~:~C:~:: ;orld. has broken down i.n the
1990-ties.
departure In the realities of particular eo le We ge, we must ~e our P~IDt of
(Hastrup 1996 161) Thi
" p pre. e must share their expenences
what ha; . in ~throP~10g~~~otneCrrnePstlObn of andthr~bPOIOgical fieldwork goes beyon d
• een escn ed as partici
t h
"
goes beyond mere presence as a platform for di
~lpan -~ servanon. It
.
. rect observation. This understanding of anthropological fieldw
ent, participation in activity. ork requires active participation or. put a little differ-

:0

might find a gender bias. '

This implied that I would ha t
th
of
ers and teac~ers as a physics stu~en~ :;::If ~V::ll~a physics studeo:s . research-

Fieldw ork embod ied

P le t earner s cumcul
d
.
tmvirtues in this commun;o~np:a~:i~:.tumed out, of what was implicitly held to be

When it comes to getting scientific insight into what counts as virtues in any
group of people one approach could be to make interviews. Asking questions of
what is consid ered to be virtuous, comparin g answers. eliciting cons ensus from
interviews transformed into written statements. One limit of this approach lies in
the imagination of the researcher regarding what questions to ask. and how to
elicit. implicit cultur al under standings of virtues as played out in real life from
spoke n words in the interview situation. In my case. even though informants might
have surprised me with unexpected answers, not even the informants themselves
might be aware of what they regard as virtuous in everyday life at the Niels Bohr
Institute, Language provides no direct way to cultur e (Hastrup , 1995, 42); let
alone implicit culture ; let alone implicit cultural virtues. This is partly due to the
special character of virtues as connected to bodies [Biagicli, 1994). Even though
virtues can be explicitly stated in words they can only be experienced and learned
by physical presence.
To look into the problema tique of the female drop-out rate in physics. I therefore undertook the task of looking into the matter from another angle. Using my
. own body to get access to this particular kind of knowled ge with the aid of the
method that characteri zes. above all. the specific anthropological craft - the fieldwork. Anthropological fieldwork. seemed to be a way to get access to some of the
aspects of student life that is rarely stated in words .
Experiencing the students ' daily life myself as a kind of hybrid
."student/anthropologist" might give access to direct. and maybe even embodied.
knowl edge of what it was like to be a female student in this ambiance. My view as

~ I'~~telt:~~;~~ic:~~so~~~:::~~::at;:~~~~l:f~Elfg~~~~;~~~O"ef~ th:e:·t:~
~~y~:t~7:~~~/hYSiCS

fO~I~~:l~~ :~:;~~~~:~n~:\~

Following this method I enrolled m elf as
in Copenhag:: and

-

.

:sth::::i~~tu~~~~
~~~~hs~~OO~
and alsdo my knOWl~dg~m:t:~;S~~~i~ ~~i~~~ ~
I .
en aroun me and I was known to be
th

I was in many ways limited in this task To mention a f w .

po egret. Even so

.

~y impression was that I was more or less acce

te an an ro-

~~ ;:~:~:m~~~r~y~~~~icipal
ted. the ~ore a7cepted I was. I fOl~o:e~l~~a~s~s~
'a!
'
so ve exercises With the others and partici pated '
0

. d what
10
many SOCI knarrangements
"embodied
. . ' This wa y I game
what Ii
hterally can be described as
toted part oft:e~~e::r'ofthe~ o~en not explicitly stated. social codes that consti-

:~~I~~~~~::.ossible t~c~:~~e:::C;;:: ~~e~~:~~~t~i~i~~~~;:~~~~ :~
virtues
andThe
through
h idialthough rarel Yexp IitCIitly stated as such. were expressed in words
o res In space. I shall extract some
me of mv own cxneri
gender dissimilarities in the patterning of t:
o. my own cxpenences and some
.
.
ese virtues as they manifested themselves to me by the wa b di

~efore I give a m~re S;'Ci~CI~~i:~~~~~~ :~atO~~~;:~~~ ~i=:I~e~~:I~~~'
th::~e;s~~n empi rical example of such expressions of virtuous behaviour - an~
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Ali ce, John and Mildred

"Let me show you," he said push ing her awa
J
.
body, so he could sit next to the computer soy, aSft o~l ~ade him. way with his
the periphery while the teacher and John . on a er Ic.e and Mildred were in
gaged in Solving the prob lem John did wer~ eag~rIY.bendmg over the Screen enAlice. He di~ not acknowled~e her auth~~~::c~en~fic terms , know ~etter than
knowled ge his. Neithe r of them knew h
t
I t e eyboard as she did not acBe.ing aggress ive, though, did not help ~:e~:~a:~~~~ro:m c:;: the computer.
Alice was already on guard _ defin in th "
.
en e teacher came
a problem that had to be solved by ~ e sltu~~on ~s a fight for the machi ne. Not
John) with comments nor did she in ~oup.
e did not engag e the teacher (or
J~hn's) presence. Instead, she shrugge~ he:r::~~~ake co~trOI of the teacher 's (or
did nor shrug his shoulders. Instead h
d hi ers an . gave up the fight. John
the teacher in". He slided his body
tebmo.vde hS body. In a subtle way "inv iting
f
k b
e Sl e w ere Alice was placed i fro
~e e~ oar~, pointing to a specific probl ematic point on the scree
dIn
nt 0
mg on It. Th is whole man oeuver taki
]
nan commentJohn to squeeze Alice out and inviten~e etss thhan ~en seconds, made it possible for
''0 tural"
..
eac er In. Thereby John could talc th
a
pOSItIOn as the teacher's aid b
.
e e
to the teacher, eng~ging him as a vaJ~a~~v:~~~~~eofront of the keyboard next
hi f the group . The teacher
seemed to accept this whol e procedure and J hn
just as "naturally" moved back with
. o . as IS natural collaborator. Alice ,
shared the more i~active position in ~: ~:~~~~~s~.~~e rest of the exercise she
gagement in the exercise at issue fell noticeab ly,
I
d and mysel f and her en-

In the following I start by describing a situation involving three Ph.D. students and
myself as I experienced it. My interpretation of it comes from having participated
in somewhat similar situations and thereby having embodied some of the virtues
that seem to matter in the episo de. Therefore, the interpretation is partly based on

how I interpreted my own participation. Finally I describe how my active participation gives me a new insight into the above mentioned situation - that gives access to learning virtuous behav iour in the group . To narrow down the argument I
have chosen only situations where the computer functions as a mediati ng device

for the expression of virtues. As we shall see, showing a lack of understanding for
these virtues gives a lot of problems .

;0

Lets start with the example of Alice.
At the Physics Winterschool I participated in a week-long course with some the
Ph .D. students," During an exercise a group of three Ph.D. students, two female
and one male, we can call them Alice , Mildred and John, came into a room with a
computer to solve an exercise in chaos theory . The male student John tried to
reach the seat in front of the keyboard, but the female student Alice ran a little
faster to the computer and addressed John in a rather aggressive way , slapping his
hands away from the keyboard, saying that now she wanted to write on the keyboard . John shrugged his shoulders and remarked , "Ob , well. If you think you can
manage."
From my own fieldwor k experiences I did understand Alice very well. I had
myself been in the peri phery when we made group work among the first-ye ar students. Often with one or two other female students , getting annoyed because I
could not see, and thereby not follow, what went on at the screen. I had even discussed with a female first-year student how it could make you angry always to
have to stand in the back. But at this point I had also learned that being aggress ive
is not part of the virtuo us behaviour for a good scientis t. Fighting over keyboards
goes against the unspok en virtues. Aggression shows lack of control. When the
women fight they are positioned as fighters. Not as good scientists. Their approach
to doing science does not lean on acceptance in the group, as shoul d be the case in
order to live up to the virtues . By defining the situation as a fight Alice excluded
herself from the j oint ente rprise and put herself in a position where she can easily
risk personal failure.
After some minutes ' Alice ran into some problems. In this world it"s normal to
have problems. Nob ody solves an exercise smoothly - neither male nor female
students - but if you have an established authority and a good contact with the rest
of the group , it will let you work in peace and be happy to help you out with
comments or casual scientific questions. In this case John immediately was ready
to take over and Alice again had to slap his fingers away from the keyboard. 5001I
after a male teacher came into the room - smiling when he saw Alice 's prob lems
110
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Virtues in communiti es
Before I venture into an a I . f th i
.
sary My analysis cent na YSIS 0
IS episode a coup le of definitions are neces.
ers on two central concepts· ·rtu
d
..
practice.
. VI es an comm unities of

en:s":;:~:~~tcd virtues C~ot.be taught

and learnt without physical pres -

~:~:~~~~~:l~~re~.ed alttentio~

in the study of scientific
practice. The histori°:
for bringing the importance of the sci~nr~:t' rrect y credit ed Kuhn .and Fey~rabend
our attention Kuhn b
. .
s body for the production of SCIence to
f di
.
.
.
y pomtmg to the imp rtan
0
ce 0 irectmg SCience students'
attention to specific paradi
t'
.
gma IC exemplars when th I
and Feyerabcnd by intro ducin the
'
~y earn to apply theories ,
studies following this line of r:oUghtn~tlon I natura l mterpretat ions . Rec ent Jab
but ostensio (sornethi
ave e to an awareness that it is not rules
tific endeavo":rs~~~;~~lgp~~::;~a~es co:np~ete fonn~!ization) that guide scien ,
ess, It is throu h nracti
ems 0 e a condi tion for this learning proc1993, 70).
g pracuce that students are taugh t how to do science (Biagiol i,
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The problem with realising this is tbat it raises a number of methodological probIems. As Biagioli puts it: it is impossible to trace the changes in the scientists'
mental categories and infer shifts in their tacit knowledge by the methods nor-
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(Biagiol 1993 ,78). Following Biagioli, possessing the right virtues determines
whether you are accepted in a group or not, among scientists and courtiers alike.
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One thing I experienced many times , without understanding it, was the occurence
of negative att itudes when women (somet imes mys elf) placed behind the pe rson at
the keyboard asked questio ns about what was goi ng on on the screen . Or when
rwo women workin g tog eth er put up their fingers to ask questions about how to
solve an exe rcise. Even tho ugh the women were often (but not alway s) helped
with a smil e, by teachers or peers, it felt as if we had exposed ourselves as
"stupid" by asking directly for help. I saw, on the other hand, how male stu dents
were gree ted when they sat down to work at computers with male friends - and
now the y moved around in the room going from one computer to the other. Just as
the teacher often did. Th ey often j oked with each other and with the teach er. and I
confess I often found them a bit childish. Judge d from stateme nts made by the
women I worked with. they sh ared this perc ept ion. I felt more at ease with these
women that see med to be hardworking; never leavi ng their seats to run around;
asking quest ions when they did not understand the given exer cise . Whether the
female students were wo rking alone , standing in the periphery in mixed groups, or
together two and two with another woman, they neve r enga ging in the runni ng
around between groups. As a wom en and an anthro polo gist I ofte n sat a bit away
from the screen in mixed groups. Ofte n I became a bit annoyed when I could no t
follow what went on. No one seemed aggre ssive - but I cou ld feel a little aggression becaus e I some time s felt secluded in mixed groups . On ly did I not know what
12
todo about it.
These experiences later gave me an ample backgroun d for understanding why
Alice became aggressive in the episod e with Alice, John and Mildred.
Then one day I began to understand why the mal e students acted as the y did.
I began myself to move between the gr oups . looki ng over the other students '
shoulders to see what went on. This I did, even though no other fema le student did
this, because I was an anthro po logist and wanted to make comparisons. If I had
been a full time stud ent , I guess I wou ld have preferred to get the work don e as
best as poss ible . At th at time I was not aware that I also imitated the male students' behaviour. They greeted me, though, inviting me to participa te in solving
theproblems (thoug h they kne w 1 would not be of much help). I began pointi ng at
the screen, making comments from my very limited kno wledge. To my surpri se
they did not treat me superciliously. Gradually it dawned on me that I must have
been doing so methin g right. More right than the othe r wome n, who were frowned
at when they asked questions from their seats. I learned a lot more about how to
solvecertain exercises when I approached the groups this way .
By moving my own bod y in space in a new way I gradually learned to understand Why the women were frowned at by the male stu dents and the m ale stu dents
greeted when they engaged in the running between groups. They were not chil dIsh,The activity now made sense to me in (at least ) three ways:
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1) By moving betwee n groups the male students repeate d the activity system in
the group in front of the computer. Here the most import ant virtu e was to COnsider the group work a jo int enterprise, but at the same time a competitive
situation.You did not compete by being aggres sive, but by being best at using
the group as a whole to get results, By running between group s the male students did not eng age in play. For one thing they show ed physically that they
perceived group work in a wider sense than did the femal e students , by engaging people from other groups in their own work. Not by asking for help, but by
behaving as if solving the exercise was a joint enterpris e. Just as the work
within the group around the computer was to be conside red a joint enterprise.

In the 18th century pedants and coun
eo
.
court, could read handbooks on c urtf p . pIe, wantmg to be taken serio usly at
should dress, behave , talk, walk a~d s~~lqU;~e ~~t dealt with how courtiers
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Id i
{I agioli , 1993). Put on a list, the
as a sort of handbook for physics s~~~nts~n an Ideal (extracted) form be expressed

The ideal p hysicist' s vi rtues
-

2) By movi ng between groups the male students got access to comparing results
from other group s which could they make use of in their own work. Even
though the notion of solving prob lems as a joint enterprise was very impo rtant,
there could at the same time be a very competitive. atmosphere, both between
groups and within groups . But it never manifested itself as aggressiven essrath er cleverness to get the others to work for you.

You are engaged in the quest for truth
You are burning for scienc e (passio nate)
You are worki ng for mankind (not for money or fame)
Your aim is to answer the biggest and most fundamenta l questions (first)

3) Moving between groups, leaning over shoulders, commenting while pointing at
the screen, etc. All this made it possible to avo id asking for help direc tly, and
thereby the male stude nts avoided to become regarded ignorant by teachers and
peers. It made it pos sible not to reveal fundamental ignorance, in contras t to the
female students who asked direct and general questions.
This could be understood by me only by engaging myself physically in the same
activity as the ma le students . What I learned was that for the three abovementioned reasons, "childish" behaviour was in fact consi dered virtuous by the
larger grou p of male students . Together they constituted, in this particular situation, a community ofjoint practice. The better you were at engaging others in your
own problems the more virtuous you were considered to be. Some male students
and all the female students did not seem to express the virtues that gave access to
membership. The same members of the (granted very small) corrununity of practice j ointed forces regarding asking for help directly , whereas revealing fundamental igno rance was a mark er of non-membership,"

- You are intuitive
- You regard science as j oint enterprise
- You are working in a group
- You engage other in your work
- You Jearn from group-peers
- You never reveal aggression
- You never reve al (fundamental) ignorance

- You never asking for (fundam ental) help
-

Compressed, the virtues shared by the male students, as an ideal type of a physicist, could be descri bed as follows: "A scientist, working in a group with other
scien tists on a jo int venture, who is clever enough to mak e the group work for
him, brave enough to venture into open competition with other members of the
group and helping the grou p in competition with other groups , making comments
rath er than asking for help, never revealing lack of prestigious knowle dge and
never revealing fundam ental ignorance."

You are a sciennsr'" :

~~~p~)e working

in open compe tition (within your group and with competing

Past experiences
Inthe computer
I
Virtues are learnee~~: e~~~ ha ve seen :h at not only scientific knowledge but also
physics students seem t~ le~~ as ~edithated ~y the ~omputer. Male and female
o va ue ese virtues differently, and show dissimi-
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larities in patterning what can be identified as some of the physicist' s virtues in
the large r group of students and teache rs.
Only by active participation in practice, using your own body in the pro cess. it
becomes apparent that moving your body in a certain way make s sense. Fro m apparen tly childish behaviour, when seen from a non-participant, poi?t of view of
female s (working hard in the same place), the male students' behaviour reveals a
shared understanding of group work based on certa in virtue s as seen from a participant's point of view. Th is unde rstand ing seems close to male ~acher's understanding of what is considered virtuous in this community of practi ce. In contrast,
female students - even at Ph.D. level - express that they do not feel quite at home
in the physicists' community, and some even react to it with aggress ion. .
.
My example with the computers is just one small example of what IS considered virtuous by the larger group , but is ignored or misinterp reted by othe rs. Not
all examp les are divided along the gender line - and the examples given here, it
must be remem bered, tell nothing of female students' scientific capacities as compared to those of male students' . Many women in this world ~ fully capable of
working effectively with computers. And some men are not. Still women.and men
with the same capacity for solving exer cises on computers behave very differently
wh en it comes to grou p work aroun d computers. Some men will not part icipate in
the "childish" behaviour and, just as most women, stay in their seats. Only, these
men rare ly reveal ignorance by asking direct questions.
Thi s heterogeneity within the same group of studen ts gives rise to a number of
questi ons concerning how we learn implicit cultura l (or as Kuhn a~d Biagioli
would put it "tacit") knowledge of what is virtuous in a new communi ty of p~c
rice. As I have argued the understanding of virtues must be conne cted to active
participation, as a physics student as well as as an anthropol ogist. Thi s only points
to new problems, though.
Why do the women (myself included) not participate the sam e way as male
stude nts when they begin their freshman year? If they cann ot see the screen, why
not lean over and parti cipate like most male students? Why ask questions revealing ignoran ce instead of pointing and commenting? The answ~r co~ld lie in ~e
past experiences, even quite embodied physical ones, that we bnng With us to Universi ty.
In my field-work it was obvious that into this commun ity of physics students
enter newcomers of all kinds (even one anthropologist). We all tote our former
experiences with us (bod y-experie nces , dreams, nightmares, thoughts and knowledge) . We carry our past with us, whether we are aware of it or not. The present
into which we enter offers new possibilities - hut also new and often unforse~n
impediments. Not the least so when it comes to learning new implicit cultural virtues.
.
In short, we do not enter communities of practice with the sam e past expe~
ences and therefore not with the same potentials for development. Lack of certam
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~onne~ experi ences Can be a serious impediment in learning social membership _
including learning the virtues inherent in this community of prac tice.
Pro blems ~f access to learn ing resources, adult guidance and peer collabora tion
reveal a conflict bet:veen the individua l entering as a newcomer with a partic ular
~ackground of expen ences , and the relations built up between newcomers and old tuners of the comm~ty: These experiences can be of a similar kind _ insofar as
we may sha re a certa~n k~nd of experien ces with a larger group _ or we may share
the absence of a certa in kind of exp erience with a group of people.
The fact th~t w~ have an area of potent ia! conflict betwee n the individual person. ~e experi ential background and the VIrtues upheld in the communities of
practrce, and that ~s c~nflict also t~ some exte nt can be seen as a gender conflict,
are Pert of my deliberations concemmg my empirical material from the Niels Bohr
Institute.
Although we, as freshmen, all appear to be newcomers and therefore are un-

dersto~ as ~~ng .on equal terms, some students apparen tly have a great er ability
to learn implicit ~es than othe:s . One explanation cou ld be that they bring with
them ~eater potent~als for learning It is clear from this that we must look for
what kind of potentials people bring into this new setting. Here the mos t obvious

~swer I could find from field-work conversations with male and female students
IS the lack of former experiences with computer games among female students . I~

contrast, mos~ mal e students seem to not only have played compu ter games but to
have pl~yed In gro~ps aroun d computers. These fanner experiences might have
~eant l~ttle or nothing for many other kinds of academic studies, but particularly
In phYSICS not onl y knowledge of how to solve exercises on comp uters but also of
how to behave around them seem to matter.
Experi ence, or lack of experience, with computers as jo int enterpris es from
computer games takes on a new meaning when the students ent er the uni versity
settmg.

~ w~ saw in the example with Alice, John and Mildred , this is not a question
of sClentI.fic know~edge but of agreemen t (or the opposite) with prevalent virtues.
By defining the sl:mation as a j oint enterprise John gets authority to invit e the
teacher to the seat In front o~ the computer and himsel f to move close r to the key~ard center".H~ can drag rn the teacher by giving him the plac e close to the
screen. by pc mtmg to the problem that now is to be solved collec tively by the
8!OuP. with the teache: in .front of the screen and John nex t to him. By defining the
s~tuatlon as a fight Alice IS bound to loose because this is not pan of the scientific
~rrtues that are shared by the teacher . She might be aware that her behaviour is not
In accordance.with virtues shared by the larger group (including the teacher). In
any case sh~ literal ly move s her chair back to give room for John and the teacher
and keeps SIlent - at least for some time - while the two in front of the sc reen
Work on the problem.
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Women seem to be placed in this position more often than male students in the
physics students' community. Even the women ending up as scientists or teachers.
One explanation could be that the women do not carry with them the experiences
that make it easier for male students to learn and accept the implicit virtues encountered. Since the virtues are implicit and only learned in activity, most women
never get around to learning them. Instead they develop other strategies to be able
to see the computer screen, such as aggressive behaviour, which might make it
even more difficult for them to become accepted. Another explanation - and the
two of them might be connected - may be that women simply have no desire to
learn these virtues, neither before nor after entering the Niels Bohr Institute. They
regard the male students ' behaviour as childish and prefer other ways of solving
problems. In other words: even though implicit virtues were made explicit, by active participation, the women might want to solve their problems in their own way.
Not following the "virtuous" behaviour of the larger group , women might have
other standards for what is considered virtuous . Standards that perhaps better fit
their own past experien ces. This opens up for a whole lot of new questions about
more or less fundamental gendered differences in the directed (by past experiences) sense of what is considered virtues by females and males - which goes far
beyond the scope of this article. The physics community is not a static one,
though. Sometimes change involves fighting over keyboards . Sometimes dissimilarities are dissolved in the course of time. In any case my anthropological field
study was a particular experience in a much larger world of experience, and a
small peep into a much larger field of inquiry.

Notes
1 It was a very small questionnaire sent out to first year students in physics, astro-physics, geopbysics and bio-physics the year I initiated my fieldwork. 68 students participated. 53 males (out
of9 5 possible answers) and IS females (out of23 possible) answered .

During my fieldwork, to my knowledge only one woman tried to get a university job and she
failed. In the same period the number of women employed at the Institute went from 4 1/2 female
scientific staff to 3 1/2. The number of male scientific staff is, accordin g to the internal telephone
book, 19 full professors (no women professors) and 68 associate/assistant professors.

2

] There are of course many more aspects to this interesting concept but it will take the argumeDt
too far to go into all of them here.

S The distinction I make here between social cod
.
.
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ences as a first-year student,
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, but I could still use a lot of my expe ri,
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quite agree on also in the study presented bere 0 Ig . as political implications - something I
further into this discussion.
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As I use the concept of "learning in activity" h
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"learning by doing" since activity here refers to alt:~~t :;.:~ r~~ f: a WIder p~rspective than
Dot only a specific task that has to be learned
I. . 1
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only by participating in activity but by Iearni
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ng an un erstanding only through participation
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uch later, when I Pres~ted my results at the Niels Bohr Institute December 4 1997
f
lbe women presen t made It clear that thev recoeni
,
, many 0
perieaced and for the same reasons.
ey recognized many of the aggressive feelings I bad exIJ In B· . 1"
ragio I s case, the courtiers regarded what was called " dan" .
themfor their shabby clothes and their rod . I
pe Is this way and despised
14
•
e, me egant manners and talk.
Not a college teacher teachin bvsi
d th .
• but a person working with sci:n~l::'::Cb. e like, as many of the students eventual ly become

.( Probably certain virtues, differing from community to community, are always taught as part ofa
learner's curriculum that any newcomer bas to learn. Entering a new work-place you might make
a fool of yourself by sitting at the wrong table. or by going through the wrong door thereby
breaking the social codes for virtuous behaviour.
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Ab stract. Irish second level educational statistics show a low and decreasing upta ke of
Physics; uptak e is lower amongst girls but is not decrea sing as rapidly as it is with boys.
Chemistry is similar but bas suffered a very steep decline in the proportion of the available boys it has attracted. Biology. the other pure science subject offered in the senior
cycle of lrisb second level schools, differs from the physical science subjects; the level of
uptake is high , an d h igh est amongst girls, and is no t showi ng a decrease.
Ph ysical science opt ing pup ils, aged 16+, were found to have more of their members at
the Piagetian fannal operational level than those who had no t so opted. This was true of
bo th gir ls and boys bu t stronger amongst the latter. Where limited or mini mal support can
be expected from the teacher almost all below formal boys and some at the formal level
do not opt ; again this effect was also found amongst girls but to a lesser extrem e. The differences between the girls and boys responses are explored.
Some possible remedia l strategies relevant to the aspects of the problem touched on are
consid ered; of these intervention in the pupils' earlier education to foster cognitive development, as exemplified by the CASE programme (which is described) is concluded to
be the most promising.

Because of a widespread belief that too few pupils, and in particular too few girls
are leaving school without experience of and qualifications in physics. a study was
made of some relevant issues. The current level of uptake of Physics in Irish second level education, in total and for boys and for girls. at present and over a ten
year period, and in comparison to the other pure science subjects offered
(Chemistry and Biology), was investigated; Irish National education statistics for
1994/5. (the most recent published at the time of writing). and for the nine previous academic years were consulted. (Eire 1987 to 1996).'
The lower second level school (junior cycle). offers, during the first three
years, a general science programme which in the latest year reviewed was being
studied by some 84% of girls and 92% of boys. To the level to which Physics,
(and the other constituent disciplines, Chemistry and Biology), can be taught in
these early years this would appear to be a reasonable satisfactory situation; howevereven at this early stage a loss of potential Physics pupils has taken place.
Following a transition year. (a recent introduction), in which they can sample
the subjects on offer in the upper school (senior cycle), pupils at 16+ opt for any
one. two, all or none of Chemistry, Physics and Biology for the two year Leaving
Certificate programme. Further tosses of potential Physics pupils occur here ; not
all pupils are retained in school; not all pupils follow the academic Leaving Certificate programme; not all schools offer Physics; not all timetable alternatives involving Physics suit all pupils. Pupils are not constrained in their choice of the
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